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House
of Inner
Strength
by Grandmaster Robert Cutrell

S

unday morning 10 a.m., the little German city is still waking on this bright,
clear spring day. While enjoying a morning walk in the fresh air, I hear sounds
of Japanese flute music radiating from a
local gymnasium. Following the peaceful music,
I entered the hall. My first thoughts were, “Is this
a cultural event?” There, in the gymnasium, sit 50
people in traditional Japanese clothing. Hakama,
Kendogi, Haori,and katanas. All sit in seiza (sitting meditation). No one seems to notice us. We
quietly take a seat on a bench at the edge of the
floor. I see children and adults of all ages seated
in front of an instructor. The teacher at the front
claps his hands 3 times and, in a strong and deep
voice, gives the command in Japanese (DOZO YAME) and everyone rises in unison. The teacher
then comes up to us and greets us with a warm
smile, a bow, and a handshake. He then asks us
to join in.
This was Günter Fellman’s first experience
with the art of Gohshinkan Ryu and its Founder,
Grandmaster Uwe Hasenbein. This was an experience destined to change his life forever and
set him on the path of living by the Code of the
Samurai.
Gohshinkan Ryu is composed of 4 Japanese
terms; Goh meaning, “strong”, Shin meaning, “heart” or “truly”,
in relation to the
“inner being”, Kan meaning, “house“ or “home“,
and Ryu meaning, “school“ or “style.“ Therefore
Gohshinkan Ryu translates as, “The House of
Inner Strength.” The Founder of Gohshinkan
Ryu, Grandmaster Uwe Hasenbein is one of the
world’s leaders in the art of the sword and truly
lives by the Code of the Samurai. “I have studied
the martial arts since 1970. I trained in many
styles, including hard and soft, internal and external. “As many do, I adapted from my extensive
training, a system that suited my philosophy and
the message I wanted to impress on future students. I wanted to develop an art that was fundamentally sound and provided dedicated training
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of the inner warrior as well as the outer warrior. In
2002, after over 30 years of learning and teaching
I had an identity crisis where to go next, what to
follow, the Chinese or the Japanese way? At one
point, I wanted to turn my back on the martial
arts. Detached from my Kung Fu and Kempo
classes I had given up at that point. I have to thank
my beloved wife, Sensei Andrea Kelschebach, that
this did not happen. Her own curiosity of the arts
and her motivation led to Sunday training with a
very small group of students who wanted to know

everything I could teach. So the idea was born to
create a separate system, and I saw that it worked
and the students could follow my thoughts, and
accepted this new philosophy.” Over the next 6
years GOHSHINKAN RYU, “The House of Inner
Strength,” was developed.
Gohshinkan Ryu is deeply rooted in the arts of
Japanese-style sword fighting system with strong
influences from the Samurai arts, Tai Chi and Qui
Gong. In March of 2009 Grandmaster Hasenbein
had the distinct honor to be recognized for his
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Soke GM Uwe Hasenbein, Founder of
Gohshinkan Ryu

GohshinKan rYu
unique style as Soke Sensei Shihan (founding father)
by the Japanese Budo / Bugei Kokusai Renmei Association in Tokyo, Japan.
As one watches a training session of Gohshinkan
Ryu the most obvious thing you notice is that children and adults train in classes together and perform the same tasks. Even at an early age children
engage in the same training techniques as the adults.
One such training method is holding up concrete
blocks and bricks to strengthen the arms to hold the
bokken and later the katana. This method is not only
to develop physical strength, but also to develop focus and the inner strength to push through pain and
move beyond the “I give up” attitude.
GOSHINKAN RYU’s objective is to develop the
human in a whole, to improve physical and mental
strength in each student. As the students develop
their inner strength, their perception of themselves
change and ultimately develops their character,
which in turn, guides their actions. Viewed from
the martial arts aspect, it is a holistic system with
many free spaces which is aligned to application. In
the meditative aspect therefore is the “application”
of the “Inner Self.” The outside movements are fast
and flowing. It is a Samurai sword fighting system
with ancient roots and traditional values.
Despite the focus on the application, Gohshinkan
Ryu is not a competitive system. Although there is
the training content of randori (free fighting) with
a bokken or shinai, it is not a matter of being “the
best”, or to defeat others, but to strive for the greatest possible development in the whole person and to
defeat your own limits.
Grandmaster Hasenbein is grateful and very
honored that the interest in his art is growing very
rapidly. In Germany Gohshinkan Ryu has spread to
three separate regions and throughout the year he is
planning a worldwide seminar tour to introduce his

art to other countries. In Europe many Masters have
already contacted Grandmaster Hasenbein about
integrating Gohshinkan Ryu into their schools. His
goal is to make the art accessible to anyone who is
seriously interested in it and is willing to work for
it. He has recently introduced an iBook/iTunes app
for an overview of the art and the test requirements
to reach Black Belt in Gohshinkan Ryu. This app
is now available in over 50 countries, including an
English version.
Grandmaster Hasenbein has received many
awards and recognitions in his career, including his
recent nomination to Council of Elders of the ChunJiDo International martial arts organization, one
of the world’s most elite and prestigious organizations, but his greatest motivation is still his students
and all of his instructors, including his wife, Sensei
Andrea Kelschebach who is by his side helping him
share the art of Gohshinkan Ryu
For more information on Grandmaster Hasenbein or to inquire on a seminar in your area:
info:www.gohshinkan.de
email: uh@activeknowledge.de
http://www.youtube.com/user/Gohshinkan

GM Soke Sensei Uwe Hasenbein and Sensei Andrea Kelschebach practicing randori with
shinken (sharp swords) left, top Strength exercise for energy ﬂow with 12 lb. concrete
bricks, left bottom Internal energy/Chi exercise with weight in deep horse stance to develop
Chi ﬂow
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